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The Omen of the New Year Bells 
J. A. H. 
The last day of the year! And a dark, gloomy day it had been. Nothing to do but 
sit, hour after hour, and unwillingly listen to the wind and snow scourging and raging 
against the coarse structure of the little homestead cabin. A Dakota blizzard, a cold, 
tempestuous night; and how much in harmony with its mood this treachery of nature 
seemed to a sorrowing heart, a frenzied mind. 
Ross Lee, with a shiver, rose stiffly from the rude chair in the small one-room 
hut, stirred the waning fire, and added more fuel. The coals glowed and crackled 
violently, as if in fierce combat against the deadly cold of the night. Ross drew his 
chair closer to the stove and sat in sad meditation. 
"I wonder," he thought, "how the party will turn out tonight. I wouldn't be sur­
prised if Judkins gets lost, as he doesn't know this country and its snow storms. Well, 
I guess, as far as he's concerned, no one would care much if he did—the cur! Tt 
would be only a proper riddance of him, but—Wilma—" 
Here he hesitated, and then rose again, walked across the room to a small shelf, 
and took from it a picture, which he held in his hand before him. He gazed long and 
earnestly at the proud, beautiful poise of the head and the coquettish features of the 
face. He shook his head and heaved a deep sigh. To him the picture lived. The dark 
gold of the hair, the deep blue of the eyes, and the glowing rose color of the face 
were to him as vivid on the portrait as if the girl herself had been before him. 
He was suddenly interrupted by a loud shuffling of feet on the steps outside, 
followed by a sharp rap. Ross placed the picture back and turned quickly—"Some 
one lost, no doubt." He stepped eagerly across the room and threw open the door. 
Through the darkness of the night and the thick scurry of wind and snow, he could 
perceive the figure of a man in a heavy fur coat. 
"Hello! who is it?" 
"Hello, Ross, don't you know your nearest neighbor?" 
The man shook the snow from his coat and stepped willingly in toward the fire, 
while a heavy gust of wind sent a raw chill through the room. 
"So you lost your way, did you ?" said his host. 
"Lost ? What do you mean ? Just as if I didn't know where I was when I was 
at the house of a friend, where I have been a hundred times." 
"Oh! I thought you were on the way to the party at Nesbeth's, and had lost the 
trail and wandered over here." 
"Yes, I am on the way to Nesbeth's, hut I'm not lost—I just thought I'd come 
around here and take you along." 
Ross showed signs of surprise, and then stood with folded arms and gazed down 
into the fire painfully. 
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Robert La Master looked at his friend as if he were studying him carefully. 
"Come now, old man, show me you're game anyway. We can drive around by 
Scott's and get Wilma, if you like—I'm going to take Miss Hyde. 
Ross moved uneasily in his chair. 
"I would like to go, Bob; but I can't—I just can't." 
La Master drew closer to his friend and laid his hand gently on his shoulder. 
"Ross, there's something wrong with you. Why keep a painful secret? Surely 
you can confide in a friend!" 
Ross sat a moment in silent struggle, and then raising his eyes, he said, "I suppose 
I might as well tell you, but—but it hurts mighty much to do it. Still it may make 
me feel better to open up my heart about it to someone. Well,—you know, Wilma and 
I have—oh—we are—oh, we,—well it's—it's that—that confounded Judkins that's come 
between us!" 
La Master thought he understood, but he asked, "You don't mean to say that fop 
of a Judkins is going to take Miss Scott tonight?" 
"Yes," said Ross, his eyes blazing. 
"Why, man, did you ask her?" 
"Sure I asked her! I was over there this morning before the storm, and she said 
she wasn't going,—that is at first; but later she said she guessed Judkins would take 
her. And then without another word she went back into the house and left me stand­
ing out in the cold. I tell you, boy, it was pretty tough. I never thought that she 
had a heart to treat a fellow so." 
La Master was thoughtful for a moment, and his voice was tender as he said: 
"I'm sorry, Ross,—I'm sorry. That surely is tough luck. It is really the last thing 
I expected to see happen. In fact I thought things were pretty well settled between 
you—having been together so long." 
"Well—they were, but—but you know, Bob, time can bring about many changes. 
She was pretty young when we first met—only sixteen, and she wasn't really old 
enough to know herself. It was only a girlish fancy with her. But now since she has 
become a woman, she evidently sees her mistake. You see if a girl falls in love—or 
rather thinks she does—when she is very young, her love either grows and develops 
with her, or it dies out. Well, hers seemed to have died and I am the unfortunate 
victim. But I don't blame her, Bob, I don't blame her a bit,—I just blame myself. 
She told me awhile ago that she couldn't seem to care for me as she used to. You 
see I should have let her grow up first. She was so young, and I—well, a younger, 
jollier fellow would naturally appeal more to a lively girl. But what hurts me most 
is that it s that despicable cad, Judkins, without a shred of character." 
He stopped suddenly and was silent. La Master rose to his feet, and began to 
button his overcoat. He looked at his watch,—"Humph, half past seven! I have been 
here twenty minutes. I must be going, my horses will get cold out there. Say, better 
get leady quickly and come along anyway. You can take Miss Hyde's guest. Boy, 
ei eyes sparkled like—black diamonds when I told her this afternoon that I might 
bring you along." 
No, Bob, I can't. You see I have been just all upset today, and I couldn't enjoy 
myself." 
"Yes, I understand how it is. Well, so long, old man." 
r , , ,C. ^ave R°ss his hand, and the next moment he was gone, leaving him alone to 
fight his grief. 
the Scott home that day Wilma had been under a double strain of anxiety. She 
e vague y roubled because of her treatment of Ross, and she feared lest the storm 
C ^ °m lending the party with Judkins. Her mother was aware that 
!,CHn|lge »a, come a'30Ut ^er, but she dared not guess what she feared was true. 
mo-lif u ma/ S 6 asked, "what did that young fellow from the store want last night when he was here ?" 
"Do you mean Mr. Judkins?" 
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"The new man that works in the store, that everyone talks so about." 
"Now, mother, I don't think it's nice to bring up such things to me about him. 
He has shown himself a gentleman in every way." 
"Well, peeople don't seem to admire him or trust him; and I think that he pays 
you too much attention." 
"I don't know that he does, mother. He has only taken me skating a few times 
and to that party at Hyde's, when Ross was away." 
"But he had no reason to come over last night and keep you standing out in the 
cold for an hour. Why didn't he come in ?" 
"Oh, he only wanted—he just came to ask about the party." 
"But you are not going with him tonight, I hope!" 
"I promised him I would." 
"Well, what did you tell Ross this morning when he was here?" 
"There was only one thing I could tell him. Of course, you know, I couldn't go 
with two men." 
"But you should have known that Ross would ask you." 
"Yes, I did expect he would." 
"But I do not understand how you can turn away the man whom you love for one 
whom you know so little about." 
"But I don't love him." 
"Don't love Ross,—and you are engaged to him ? Wilma, you frighten me!" 
"It is true, mother, I don't love him." 
"And you prefer Judkins?" 
"Yes, in a way I do. Ross is so serious,—and intense. I respect him and I think 
that he is very nice; but I have lost the love that I once thought I had for him." 
"I don't understand how any girl could refuse such a man as Ross. He is—" 
"Oh, mother, don't talk about him any more! I do not like him and there's 
nothing going to make me like him!" 
With this she went into the adjoining room, slamming the door behind her. 
In the evening when Mrs. Scott saw Wilma preparing for the party she said: 
"Surely you are not going tonight ?" 
"Yes, I am." 
"Why, Wilma, what are you thinking of? The weather is terrible out. That 
Judkins is not acquainted with this country. He might lose his way and you would 
freeze. If you were going with Ross, I wouldn't mind so much, as he—" 
"O mother, please don't mention Ross to me again. Mr. Judkins is no little boy; 
he has been at Nesbeth's before, and there is no possibility of his getting lost." 
As the light tinkle of sleigh bells was heard, Wilma's heart gave a bound of 
mingled pleasure and foreboding. Without a word more to her mother she threw on her 
wraps and went out into the bitter night, where Judkins was awaiting her. He helped 
her into the cutter and then drove swiftly away. 
"It's unfortunate," he said, "that we must go right against this terrible wind. 
But we have just to go down to the corner and then we can follow that fence all the 
way." 
"There is no danger is there? Mother was afraid we would get lost." 
"O, no—dear; you need have no fear when you are with me. They told me at the 
store that I would never make it, but I laughed at them." 
For several miles they drove swiftly on, following the fence as a guide. Confident 
of their way, they laughed and talked merrily, almost forgetting the cold of the night; 
but later when they began to feel the penetrating blast of the storm, they grew 
coldly quiet. To the horses, too, the cold became almost intolerable. They snorted 
and shook their heads viciously, and several times attempted to turn about to avoid 
facing the severe wind. Suddenly Judkins stopped, and peered through the black 
scurry of snow. 
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Wilma was frightened. "What's the matter?" she asked. 
"Oh, I don't see that blooming fence any more," he muttered. "We must have 
shifted too far to the left." 
Turning his horses angrily, he drove recklessly to the right, but with no discovery 
of his guide. He stopped again. 
"I don't see anything of that fence. Surely we couldn't have gone as far out of 
the way as this." 
Wilma was silent. It was the silence of fear. She began now to catch a faint 
glimmer of her mistake. 
Judkins hesitated. He would not admit that he was lost,—in fact he did not 
really know that he was lost. 
"Well," he said doggedly, "we were going straight against that wind, and I 
guess if we continue to go that way, we can't help but come to somewhere near our 
destination." 
Jerking the horses cruelly, he gave them a sharp cut with the whip. The fright­
ened beasts gave a savage leap and turned; the cutter tipped. Wilma fell beneath the 
runner, and Judkins was thrown violently out upon the snow. He sprang for the 
lines, but missed them. He tried again; again he failed. Then he ran swiftly to 
grasp a horse by the bridle; but this effort failed also, and the terrified animals dashed 
away into the darkness, dragging the wreck of the cutter behind them. The prostrate 
man uttered a vile flow of profanity and then turned to look for Wilma. She was 
lying on the ground where she had fallen. He raised her from the snow. Her head 
and hands hung limply down. 
"Are you hurt?"—There was no answer. 
"Great Heavens!" he exclaimed, "is she dead?" 
He felt her pulse. There was a faint beat which told that life still lingered. 
There was only one thing to be done: she must at once be taken to a warm place 
where she could be cared for. He looked about him, all was darkness; no light could 
be seen. He now realized for the first time that he was hopelessly lost. He took the 
almost lifeless form into his arms and started off through the deep snow. He could 
not discern his whereabouts, and he wandered on without the least conception as to 
where he was going, hoping he might accidentally come to some farm-house where they 
could find shelter. But there was no such good fortune for him. He was fast becom­
ing exhausted from carrying the girl through the snow. At length a cruel, cowardly 
thought came to him: to save his own life, he could leave her and seek his safety. 
He rested her upon the snow, and without further regard for her, he went his way 
went his way to a tragic end. 
The cold wind continued to blow, and the snow began to pile around the beautiful 
form of the abandoned girl. How long she lay, she had no power of knowing. Grad­
ually she recovered from her state of insensibility, and with some difficulty staggered 
to her feet. She looked about her, frightened. All was black, the merciless wind 
seemed to drive the snow cuttingly into her face. Where was she ? Suddenly she felt 
a sharp pain. She raised her hand and found a small wound above the temple; the 
°d from it had frozen in a clot. A cold shudder ran through her. Then instantly 
it all came back to her. She glanced around for Judkins, thinking that perhaps he, 
too, had been hurt. But there was nothing but snow and darkness everywhere. Pres­
ently she guessed all. 
"He has gone! he has left me!" she cried. "Yes, left me alone to freeze. Oh! 
How could he be such a wretch!" 
thiis stung to activity, she roused in herself enough courage to go on in search of 
If fr' , ™ess and snow surrounded her on all sides. She soon became almost 
ivacfif26 W1|" ccdd' iier hands and feet were already badly frozen. The wi™ 
ff, cutting, and it pierced her like tiny daggers of frost-tempered ice. Sti 
P o on, thinking of her comfortable home, of her mother and of the warning 
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she had uttered. Would she ever see her again? Oh that she had taken heed! And 
Ross—if she had only gone with him—such a dastardly act was unthinkable from him. 
In a flash she saw all the world-wide difference between them. Tears came to her 
eyes and froze in crystals upon her cheeks. At length, overcome by cold and worn 
out from the long tramp, she gave up hope, and threw herself down to die. She 
stared into the darkness and lifted her hands in prayer; but the only answer was a 
cruel sweep of snowy wind; and she sank down again in despair. Suddenly she per­
ceived a light in the distance. She staggered to her feet and regained power to venture 
farther. The light proved to come from a homesteader's hut but a short distance away. 
She had only strength enough to take her there; and while the midnight bells from the 
village near by were faintly and solemnly ringing, and while the old year was dying 
and the new year was being born,—Wilma fainted and fell upon the door step, lifeless, 
unheeded. 
Throughout the long hours of the night, the murderous wind played cruelly with 
the silent form, until its poisoning stings left only a fallen pillar of frozen blood and 
flesh. Then wrapping its victim in a white, icy crape, the crime-steeped blast uttered 
a last deathly wail around the corner of the hut and slowly disappeared with the 
night, leaving the first hours of the morn calm and clear. The moon stole through the 
torn, racing clouds, and showered its rays over the vast fields of livid white. A few 
persistent stars peeped out from a sea of moving ice to look upon the new world 
below. But always as they turned their gaze upon the white mound by the door-step, 
their light grew faint, like weeping eyes dimmed and shadowed by death-born tears. 
The morning broke, a world of living jewels. The driving rays of the sun were 
like threads of light turned to ice. Across the north and the south stood huge sun-
dogs,—gorgeous rainbows frozen in the sky. A slight breeze tinged with the stings 
of arctic ice, moved penetratingly over the vast sheet of crystalline whitness. Far 
on every side could be seen numerous gray pillars of smoke rising feebly from the 
chimneys of the scattered prairie houses. Life began to manifest itself. It 
seemed but the world's faint awakening from a cold period of hibernation. 
Ross Lee did not awake. He had not slept. Throughout the monotonous 
hours of the night, he had not moved from his place by the fire. He 
but gazed blankly at one murky spot, till his wild imagination could 
perceive fiery figures in the darkness. He thought of but one thing—thought till 
he could think no more,—Wilma! And all the night he seemed instinctively aware of 
an impending shadow,—seemed beset with a supernatural consciousness that breathed 
into his soul the very image of horror. He did not know why, neither could he tell. 
And thus he sat till the sun streaming in at his little window reminded him that the 
new day had begun. 
Then rising, he stirred the starved fire, and took the empty coal-hod to carry 
in more fuel. The door opened reluctantly, and when it yielded, it gave a weird 
shriek—Ross started back in horror,—a girl's body lay stretched upon his door step, 
covered with snow. What could it mean? Was his torn, wild imagination playing 
him false? He looked about him to make sure that he was awake. There could be 
no mistake: his senses did not betray him. He stood for an instant, dumb and terrified, 
then knelt down and lifted the form from the snow. He had but to catch a glimpse of 
the dress, the hair,—"Wilma!" The sight sent a sickening thud to his heart, and he 
moaned out hoarsely, "My God! How can it be!" He took the scarf from her head, 
brushed back the tangled hair, and looked into her face. The countenance bore no 
real resemblance to that of the girl he once knew as Wilma; yet it was she, yes, he 
could not be mistaken. The life-glowing cheeks he had once seen, were now as white 
as the snow on which they had lain. The deep azure eyes that had often danced 
and sparkled into his, were changed to icy spheres of pallid blue; and the gleaming-
tresses of hair, to which he had never found the corresponding tinge of gold in the 
western sunset glow, were now tangled and matted with ice and snow. 
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But how came she here ? The thought had not before occurred to him. Suddenly 
he discerned the clot of blood on her temple, and his own blood turned hot within his 
veins. "That devil of a Judkins—got lost!" He stood for a moment trembling with 
rage, and then sank, dizzily overcome. He raised her face again, and madly kis.sed the 
frozen lips. It sent a cold shiver through him and chilled his heart. His blood 
seemed like bitter liquid ice flowing, freezing, through his veins. Suddenly, far in 
the distance he saw a white sullen cloud—the messenger of another storm—like a 
huge, snowy cyclone of sand on a tempestuous desert. A cold wave swept past the hut, 
and wailed out a wild, weird moan. The sun grew dim; the skies filled with snow; 
and Ross sat silently upon his door-step, gazing stonily down upon the motionless 
form before him. 
Exiled Up Salt River 
An Election Aftermath 
By C. C. FRUTH 
The great "Republic" engine and its long load of coaches stood in the round­
house ready for the journey. It was a special-limited, with orders to run to the end 
of the line. Its crew were ail old and highly efficient men and everything about the 
road was first class. 
The road extends into a country which, while thickly populated at first, is more 
and more sparsely settled the farther in one goes, the remote frontier being a great, 
low, gloomy stretch of country, covered with salt marshes or licks and inhabited by 
only a few great bygones, exiled cast-offs, and left overs. 
The happy-go-lucky fireman, Mr. Public Interest, was energetically engaged in 
feeding great quantities of fuel, called votes, into the fire, while the escape-valve almost 
constantly blew off the moist "hot air" called "steam"; the big engineer, Mr. Quad­
rennial Campaign, went busily about, trying a bolt here, oiling a little there and 
making sure that all was well; the trainman, Popular Vote, was making sure that 
all was ready; and presently the conductor, Captain Electoral College, came out of 
the main office, swung aboard, pulled the bell-cord; and the train pulled out on the 
main line and up to the station. 
At the station all was bustle and confusion. While everyone liable to a trip knew 
that the special was scheduled to make its quadrennial run to the land where all who 
aspired to the office of head chief of all the country, but who failed to show a sufficient 
number of followers to put them in power must be banished, up Salt River, (this in 
order that there might be no division and strife), yet the unsuccessful were loath to 
go. And to make matters worse, on this occasion there had been a close contest between 
the two strongest aspirants and neither knew rightly, for a time, whether to prepare to 
celebrate or to travel. Thus no little delay had been caused through uncertainty, re­
luctance, disappointment and obstreperousness; but at last all had been made ready. 
ihe first passengers who came to board the train were two small, unassuming 
chaps in working clothes, who threw their handbags aboard, jumped on, grabbed their 
handbags, and straightway went into the smoker. Next came two clean-faced, sober, 
and good looking fellows, with expressions on their faces somewhat resembling that 
of a deacon at prayer-meeting. These got on and went into the day coach, sat down, 
opened their handbags and took therefrom bottles of distilled water, with which they 
ca m y slaked their thirst. Following them came two blustering fellows, loudly arguing 
wit each other and the other passengers about militarism, unions, and government 
ownership They also went into the smoker. Then came two men in black, who seemed 
01 n °re ^ave f»°ne through some great sorrow. After much ado they were 
prevailed upon to leave behind a big, gaunt bull-moose, with horns broken off, one eye 
, ea ay scarred and a limp in every leg; this well-worn animal to be sent 
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through later on a fast freight. Last of all came a large crowd of men and a few 
women, who clung together around a bearded, elderly gentleman with a large tack 
hammer in one hand and a moose-hide grip in the other. These protested vociferously 
and held back with all their might against the efforts of a squad of policemen to put 
them on board. At last, however, they were all "chucked on", the conductor gave the 
signal, and the train started off. 
As the train moved away from the station, a yellow-legged rooster, which had 
come from somewhere, flew up on a baggage-wagon, and crowed lustily; whereupon 
the bewhiskered gentleman clutched his hammer convulsively and acted as though 
he would be pleased to use it on something; a strongly-built man with spectacles and 
very evident teeth got up, waved his arms, and making some hot-headed statements, 
sat down again; and a portly gentleman from Pennsylvania contemptuously spat a 
liberal quantity of tobacco on the well-blacked boots of a tall, fatherly-looking man 
by his side. 
The train moved faster and faster out of the city, while from all sides, losing 
betters, disappointed office seekers and dyed-in-the-wool party men waved sad and 
affectionate farewells. 
To say that there was sorrow on the train is putting it lightly. Much muttering, 
low grumbling, half stifled groans, and doleful sounds, coming from all parts of the 
cars, made the very air blue and caused even the conditions outside, although the sun 
was shining brightly, to seem bleak and uninviting; and the expressions on the faces 
of all were as woe-begone as that of a village gossip bearing bad news. 
On reaching the outskirts of the city, the train swung north and was soon running 
alongside a broad, ugly looking river, the water of which, curiously enough, was salty. 
Consequently there was no vegetation in the river-bed from the top of the water's 
edge to the top of the river bank; a nasty, oily scum was spread over the water and 
the river seemed dull and sluggish. 
As the train sped northward, the country became more and more rough and 
lugubrious looking, and the scenery less and less beautiful and ever more bleak; while 
the weather became strangely cold, so that the travelers had much difficulty in keeping 
their feet warm. 
The disgruntled passengers passed the time in looking out of the windows at the 
bare fields, reading or comparing notes on election returns, attempting to console one 
another; or going into the dining car, they feasted on "leftovers." of former ox-
roasts, on bitter herbs, or on thin soup, 
Finally the train roared across a branch stream of Salt River, called the River of 
Doubt, swung around a long curve and at last slowed down and stopped at a dingy 
little station, where the passengers were unceremoniously dumped out, to the tune of 
a cold, dank north wind, to find their way, in the dark of night, in a wild, uninviting 
country, as best they could,—perchance to some dolorous spot where they might 
meditate, sadder and it is to be hoped wiser men, on the vanities of life. 
When 'Tis Sunset in Dakota 
SONG. 
Affectionately Dedicated to the Boys from North Dakota. 
J. A. H. 
On the prairies of Dakota, 
When the sun is sinking low, 
And the western skies are gorgeous 
With the gold and orange glow,— 
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Oh, 'tis then my thoughts turn backward 
To that ne'er forgotten day, 
When we watched the colors deepen 
Till the evening skies grew gray. 
Chorus— 
When it's sunset in Dakota, 
And my mind from care is free, 
I am thinking of a maiden, 
Wondering if she thinks of me; 
And if somewhere now she watches 
As she once did by my side, 
When it's sunset in Dakota, 
On the prairies free and wide. 
Like the sun her love has vanished, 
Now the skies are ever black; 
There'll be sunshine on the morrow, 
But her love does not come back; 
Still I live and hope the future 
Will some day be like the past, 
When the girl I loved so dearly, 
Then will love me, too, at last. 
Should her love be still denied me, 
As the years have rolled away, 
When I'm old and bent and feeble 
And my hair has turned to gray,— 
Still I never will forget her, 
Still my love will be her own, 
When life's sun is slowly setting, 
And it nears the break of dawn. 
The Rattlesnake 
Down in the bog of the palmetto hammock close by a rotting cabbage palm tree 
lived Old Poison Tooth, the wisest, largest and oldest diamond rattler of all Southern 
Florida. Just how old he was nobody knew, but it is said that long before the war 
grandfather Carlton warned his children to keep away from the bog in the dark, 
tangled hammock. And the loafers at the cross-roads store tell how one white man 
and two Indians had been bitten and had died in the hammock. 
Be this as it may, Old Poison Tooth was rarely seen; and never had any one 
obtained a fair shot at him. The bog became unfrequented and grew wilder and 
wilder and more densely entwined with vines, logs, water plants and lichens. 
The sun in the Southland sinks beneath the horizon much too quickly to make possi­
ble any of the delightful twilights which we have here in the North, but he always 
makes up for the lack of lingering shadows by taking his last rays and painting the 
»ky in colors of unearthly beauty. Whole scenes of landscapes,—gardens, fields, hills 
and valleys,—will be fringed and tinged with the roost wonderful tints of blue and 
lavender, and around it all will be thrown flowing rays of gold, red and purple. But 
Old Sol is quite choice with his paintings and soon gathers the mantle of dusk and 
drapes them from man's view. 
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Knowing that darkness would soon fall, Jed Carson, who had been drinking 
Jamaica ginger at the drug store nearly all afternoon, decided to risk the short cut 
through the bog toward home. Old Poison Tooth had not been seen for over two years; 
and anyway he "warn't afeared o' ther old brute." 
Everything had been quiet in the bog that afternoon. The cranes sat on the low 
boughs of the live oaks; the squirrels ran noiselessly to and fro among the branches; 
an old green and brown lizard slept on a snag in a small opening; a family of 
scorpions sunned themselves on a festoon of long solemn grey moss; and even the 
chameleons had ceased catching flies and were dozing on the tree trunks. 
At about half past four Old Poison Tooth uncoiled his uncanny length and raising 
his head shot out his forked tongue as if to sense the atmosphere. Apparently all was 
well, for after stretching himself on the old log he wallowed there on a mass of damp 
moss and with startling rapidity was soon half way across the bog. 
A squirrel saw him and ran chattering to the topmost branch of an oak tree; the 
cranes and herons awakened and flopping their ponderous wings went clamoring 
through the leaves; the old lizard on the snag in the opening opened one eye and then 
shot into his crevice; and all the bog was awakened. 
When he was about half way across the hammock Old Poison Tooth stopped, 
raised his head and then quickly coiled himself up by an old cypress root. Jed Carson 
was coming across the bog stepping from tuft to tuft and muttering to himself. The 
snake's bead-like eyes followed his every move and like the steady pull of destiny 
Jed was drawn straight toward those fiery, glittering, compelling orbs. 
When he was within about twenty feet of the cypress root the man stopped; to 
his left was a pile of limbs upon which he could leap; then he would catch a branch 
and swing himself to solid ground, follow the little creek and skirt the bog; thus he 
would be playing safe. For a moment he hesitated; then the recklessness caused by 
the rum returned and he strode onward. There is a short, sharp rattle! a flash! a 
scream! the snake has struck! the man grasps his ankle; he cries, "Help! I'm bitten! 
help!" Nothing but the clamoring herons and the chattering gray squirrels answer 
him. He tears away his sock; the flesh is growing blue; the pain is unbearable. 
Again he cries, "Help! I'm dying—dying!"—Then he staggers and sinks to the oozy 
ground. A faintness creeps over him; the pain creeps toward his head; he realizes 
that life is slipping away and he struggles and prays; Oh! that he had swung to solid 
ground and had skirted the bog! too late! too late now. His limbs grow numb and 
up around him. 
And Jed Carson dies. 
The "Putitoffs" 
My friend, have you heard of the town of Yawn, 
On the banks of the River Slow, 
Where blooms the Waitawhile flower fair, 
Where the Sometimeorother scents the air, 
And the soft Goeasys grow? 
It lies in the valley of What'stheuse, 
In the province of Letitslide, 
That tired feeling is native there— 
It's the name of the listless Idon'tcare, 
Where the Putitoffs abide. 
—Ex. 
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A Prayer for the New Year 
By BISHOP LUTHER BARTON WILSON. 
0 God, our Father, another year has passed. For all Thy boundless love, Thy 
foibeaiance, Thy patience with us, Thy mercies which have crowded the days, we give 
Thee heaity thanks. Now in the new year choose the way for us, and make it plain to 
us, lest we miss it and go astray. Go with us and help us climb to some new level 
every day. So master us that opportunity may mean for us achievement-
It has not been so in the old year, but Thou canst make it so in the new if Thy will 
be our law, Thy love our habitation. 
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Bishop Luther Barton Wilson 
We lift up our eyes and behold the nations of the earth. 0 Thou who rulest in 
the heavens, may kings and commoners be made to read what in the story of the day 
is written large, and may the world learn its lesson of things to be done and things 
to leave undone, but if so may be good, Lord, give peace in our time, the peace which 
shall endure. 
Bless our own land, and grant that enriched by Thy providence, and mindful of 
things honorable and just, it may with patience and broad-visioned purpose fulfill its 
mission to itself and all men. 
Bless Thy Church, O Lord of Sinai, of Calvary, of Olivet, breathing Thy Spirit 
on it; may it be always most eager for the things most worth while. May Thy fol­
lowers be quick to perceive the open door, the beckoning hand, the unvoiced need, 
quick to discern the scepter and treasure of the King, quick to acknowledge stewardship 
in the willing use of gifts bestowed, of things possessed. 
Thy children know much of the sin which doth abound; grant unto them com­
fortable knowledge of the grace which doth much more abound. For us severally life's 
day shall be short; may it be a good day, earnest and glad, untiring, yet restful, a day 
of strength and love, in which we shall be gentle toward the weak, sympathetic with 
the struggling, merciful toward the suffering, tenderly pitiful toward those who fail, 
generously praiseful of those who know the joy of conquest. We have borne the 
image of the earthy, let us by Thy grace at length bear the image of the heavenly, 
that at the end of the day for us it shall be not sunset but sunrise. 
We ask it all in the name of our Lover, our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Amen. 
—The Christian Advocate. 
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The "On-Timers" 
"In time, on time, and every time, except when ahead of time, and that's a little 
better time." 
Promptness is the watchword of the day, and any one who fails to learn this 
will find no place in this busy, rushing, commercial age. The business men are so 
insistent on their employees' being at work on time, that if they come late they are 
required to wait from thirty minutes to an hour before they can go to work. The 
business man says that no dependence can be placed in the man who is habitually late, 
or one who is not particular about always being on time. In many of our factories the 
management have taken this means of forcing their employees to be on time: every 
employee is given a card which must be stamped every morning and noon, by a 
device that indicates the exact time when the card was stamped. The men are then 
docked according to the time they were late. 
Everywhere promptness is being emphasized. Orders must be filled promptly, or 
the business is transferred to another firm. Correspondence must be gotten out the 
same day that it is received. Business engagements and meetings of all kinds must 
be held at a definitely appointed time with all concerned present, for our business men 
do not have time to wait for stragglers, nor will they waste their time on them. 
If the business world at large is laying so much stress on being on time, there are 
certainly good reasons for doing it, and we would do well to know them. The writer 
once attended a large High School where promptness was emphasized to a great 
degree. Of course many of us thought that there was very little to be gained by 
always being on time, yet the fact remained; it was a school law and we had to obey. 
If one of us came in late he was not permitted to attend classes until he had gone to 
the office and obtained a written excuse. It mattered not if we were only a minute late, 
we were forced to get our excuse before going to class. This rule being enforced as 
rigidly as it was, soon produced the desired results, and of all the thirteen hundred 
students in that school there would be scarcely any who were late. The students had 
become so used to promptness that no small thing could prevent their being on time. 
In college, students should not have to be taught to be on time, it should already 
be ingrained into their habits until promptness has become a part of them. Yet I find 
that many in Taylor have as yet not come to realize the importance of this habit. In 
class work, literary societies, debating clubs, chapel, and in fact in every organization 
in school there are always a few who come straggling in from five to fifteen minutes 
late. I think of no one thing that is more harmful to class work than to have the 
class disturbed by a few lazy stragglers who usually have not gotten their lessons or 
have very little interest in their work. Not only are they injuring themselves by 
forming a bad habit, but they are robbing the students who are always on time, of the 
precious minutes that are always wasted while the professor stops the recitation long 
enough to explain to the late ones that part of the lesson that has been gone over by 
the class before the stragglers came in. This is not just to the honest, industrious 
student, who makes it a point to be on time. Often the work of the debating clubs 
and societies is injured by these straggling members who never seem to get to the 
meeting on time. 
How many times we have had to eat cold soup, just because some students are 
late. How often we hear grumbling about cold potatoes, cold meat, cold this and 
cold that, when all the fault lay with a few stragglers who caused the cooking to be 
a failure and kept the rest of us from enjoying a palatable and peaceful warm meal. 
If a busy man like Dean Ayres had all the time that is wasted by the students of 
Taylor University just because a few are always late, his days would be lengthened 
into weeks. 
We are all well aware of this evil habit that has thrust itself upon us and that 
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seems to become more prevalent each year. There must be some cause for it. Axe 
the students all to blame for it or are we to lay some of the blame at the door of the 
faculty? Are the members of the faculty always in their places when the last bell 
rings, or are the students forced to sit idle while some thoughtless professor finishes 
his or her toilet or comes sauntering down the street with no regard for the time? 
I heard a successful preacher and organizer of broad experience say: "I want 
teachers in my Sunday-school who are so interested in their work that they will be on 
hand every Sunday, and be there on time. No teacher who is habitually late or who 
is often absent has the power to lead his pupils and inspire in them promptness or 
regularity of attendance, for pupils pattern after their teachers in a large measure." 
If this is true of Sunday-school teachers isn't it equally true of college professors ? 
The professor who is always on time at business meeting or faculty meeting will 
always be on time at his classes, and the professor who is always on time at his classes 
will have a class of pupils who are likewise on time. On the other hand the professor 
who always comes behind time into the faculty meeting is usually found late at his 
classes, and as a result of his procrastinating habits and indifferent attitude the 
students under him will soon form the same habits, and with lessons but poorly 
prepared, for stragglers in attendance soon become stragglers also in class work. 
What professors and students alike need, is a good rousing along lines of promptness. 
Let us all at the beginning of this school year make this our year's motto: "In time, 
on time, and every time, except when ahead of time, and that's a little better time." 
Then breakfast can be served on time, classes will meet on time, chapel will com­
mence promptly, every organization will begin at the appointed time, lessons will be 
prepared before class, and even our debts will be paid, and the things we borrow will 
be returned on time. With this as our motto Taylor will increase fifty per cent in 
efficiency and her influence as a great Holiness University will be felt in a way it 
has never been felt before. 
The Co-Ed's Elect 
The co-ed's of Taylor have accepted an invitation from the Echo staff to edit the 
March edition of the Taylor University Echo. They have entered heartily into the 
plan and from the enthusiasm displayed in the election, it looks as if the co-ed number 
would surely be a winner. Those who have always harbored that erroneous idea that 
"woman's place is in the home," will no doubt receive the surprise of their lives when 
they see their fair classmates editing a paper that would do credit to men of much 
experience. The man who is a student of Taylor and is still prejudiced against the 
advancement of women into the public life, should be shown that he is out of date, and 
I believe the co-ed number of the Echo will prove beyond all doubt that women are 
capable to cope with the problems of the world, and to solve them. 
The ladies elected the following staff who will have charge of, and edit the co-ed 
number, March edition: 
Marie Gibbs—Editor-in-chief. 
B. Dancey—Literary Editor. 
Ruth Atkins—Local Editor. 
Anna Skow—Organization Editor. 
Helen Smith—Alumni Editor. 
Nola Snyder—Humorous and Exchange Editor. 
Ruth Trottor—Athletic Editor. 
Verna Briggs—Musical and Entertainment Editor. 
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HOLINESS LEAGUE. 
Faithfulness in Trial. 
"Then was Nebuchadnezzar full of fury, 
and the form of his visage was changed 
against Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego: 
therefore he commanded that the furnace 
should be heated one seven times hotter 
than it was wont to be heated. And he 
commanded his most mighty men to bring 
Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego, and to 
cast them into the burning fiery furnace." 
Fiery furnaces of trial have not all been 
quenched. Those who would serve the liv­
ing God in spite of all opposing elements, 
refusing to bow down to the images set 
up by temporal kings, will find that they, 
too, will be cast into the midst of burning 
fiery furnaces, perhaps heated seven times. 
The money king asks for obeisance, saying, 
"Fall down and worship my image;" the 
intellectual king says, "I must be wor­
shipped to the exclusion of all others;" and 
last but not least the pleasure king calls 
just as strongly for absolute reverence. 
Perhaps the most subtle to the average 
student is the intellectual king, for how 
often are men tempted to feed the intellect 
more than the soul, to worship their own 
attainments in the field of knowledge, 
rather than fall humbly at the feet of Him 
who said, "Come unto me, for I am meek 
and lowly." Anything we place ahead of 
God in our hearts becomes our idol. 
Nebuchadnezzar was only an instrument 
of trial. We should not be antagonistic to­
wards those who tempt us. They are only 
instruments in the hands of the enemy of 
all righteousness. It is a startling fact that 
holiness people often become bitter towards 
those who oppose them. This ought not to 
be. 
The most admirable feature in the atti­
tude of the three Hebrew children, to my 
mind, was their perfect submission to the 
will of God and their trust in His power to 
save if he would. "If it be so, our God 
whom we serve is able to deliver us; but if 
not, be it known unto thee, O King, that 
we will not serve thy gods." 
We may wonder why God permitted the 
Hebrews to go into the furnace, but he had 
a profound purpose in it; for was it not the 
result of this conflict which made the king 
confess that there was no other God who 
could deliver after this sort? So it is that 
when we pass through trial, victoriously, 
we become to the world a living testimony 
of the grace of God. 
However, the most important factor in 
the fiery furnace trial is the effect upon 
the one who goes through it. The Hebrew 
children walked out of the furnace un­
harmed, not even a hair of their heads 
being scorched. The only effect upon them 
was that the cords which bound them were 
burned and they were set free. They were 
cast into the flames, bound, but walked out 
triumphantly. We never successfully en­
dure trial, but that something which binds 
us is burned and we are made better for 
the service of God. 
One might well compare the trial of 
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faith to the smoothing of a pearl button. 
Being held firmly to the emery wheel, there 
is a continual grinding until the surface 
becomes perfectly smooth. If the button 
were released from its position during its 
moments of groaning, the surface would 
not become smooth. It is the love of God 
and not His wrath that holds us to the 
wheel until we are smoothed by trial. 
Then, beloved, do not try to get away from 
that which grinds, for God will not allow 
us to stay in the furnace longer than nec­
essary. We have His promise that all these 
things work out the peaceable fruits of 
righteousness. 
MISS HODSON, Reporter. 
EUREKA DEBATING CLUB. 
The Eureka Debating club met in regu­
lar session on December 9th, with Presi­
dent Wilcox in the chair. On this evening 
occurred the first Intra-Club debate of the 
term. The question which had been decid­
ed upon was: 
Resolved: That women should be ad­
mitted to the Protestant ministry on equal 
terms with men. 
Mr. W. F. Patterson and Mr. Forrest 
Goodrich, who had previously won the af­
firmative side of the question, now took the 
negative side with Mr. Ira J. Roberts and 
Mr. Robert Morris on the affirmative side. 
Many of the members of the Soangetaha 
debating club were present, besides a good­
ly number of loyal Eurekans. The debate 
was interesting from the beginning and all 
present reported a pleasant evening. 
The affirmative, Messrs. Roberts and 
Morris, proved too much for the negative, 
ahd as a result, the judges cast their de­
cision in favor of the affirmative. This de­
bate closed the first term of '16, which was 
without doubt one of the most successful 
periods in the history of the club. 
On December 30th the club met for the 
first time in the winter term. After two 
rousing speeches by Mr. Porter, the new 
president, and Mr. A. C. Lee, the censor 
for the coming term, the club entered into 
parliamentary drill, which proved very ben­
eficial to all present. 
The club has decided to enter into a 
senate for the winter term, as it did last 
year, and every member is looking forward 
to good lively discussions of the great prob­
lem of the day. The leader of the Repub­
lican party will be Senator Rankin from 
Montana and the leader of the Democrats, 
Senator Wilcox from Nebraska. 
We extend a cordial invitation to all to 
come and hear and take part in these dis­
cussions. IRA ROBERTS, Reporter. 
THE THALO LITERARY SOCIETY. 
The Thalonian Literary Society is still in 
the business of helping people to discover 
themselves. It is a well-known fact that 
unless a student, while in school, hears the 
call to some definite vocation, he can never 
succeed in the largest measure. The Tha­
lonian Literary Society has aided many 
students in deciding their life career, and 
indeed with some has plainly pointed out 
the way. The cordial and encouraging 
word has often furnished to our members 
the needed incentive to go on to greater 
achievements, while the friendly criticism 
never fails to point out our individual weak­
nesses. You who are a new student, when 
do you want to make your debut? In the 
Thalonian Literary Society no one ever 
forgets that he himself was once on the 
floor for the first time. If you are here 
without literary society affiliations the 
Thalonions extend to you a most cordial 
invitation to their society. 
Although the Thalonian Literary Society 
has helped to mold the lives of many great 
men, and even one of our presidents could 
look back to the time when he needed the 
Thalonian Literary Society's help, yet we 
are not by any means resting upon or 
basking in the love of by-gone days, but: 
"Lives of great men all remind us 
We can make our lives sublime, 
And departing leave behind us 
Footprints on the sands of time." 
Owing to religious services and vacation 
we have held but one meeting since the last 
issue of this paper,—on Saturday night, 
December 30th, the first session of the win­
ter term. A good program was rendered, 
and was followed by the regular business 
session, which included the installing of the 
new officers for the term. The acting pres­
ident, P. B. Smith, very fittingly tendered 
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the gavel to the President-elect Francis C. 
Phillips, who immediately proceeded to 
business,—as is his nature. 
Our new pennant of orange and black 
was displayed for the first time and brought 
forth prolonged applause. A vote of thanks 
was accorded to the committee who showed 
such good taste in their selection of colors 
for the society. 
SOANGETAHA. 
During the previous term the work in 
general was good, but the club lacks an 
incentive, is too provincial, letting the 
term imply a lack of enthusiasm due to 
broad interests. The belief that rivalry 
would supply the needed incentive and lend 
"pep", as the boys put it, to the club as a 
whole, gave rise to an attempt to bring 
about inter-club debates. There has been a 
boasting of what we would do, we want to 
fulfill it. Why not? A New Year! a new 
term, a new staff of officers! What more 
do we need wherewith to start afresh ? 
The girls of the Soangetaha will try to 
work on fundamentals in order to be able, 
in the future, to participate in more gen­
eral activities, and do it creditably. 







Asst. Censor—Geneva Horn. 
Critic—Miss Tressler. 
Reporter—Ruth Trotter. 
If you are ready to help with honest crit­
icism—you are welcome at every meeting 
of the debating club. 
RUTH TROTTER. 
PHILO LITERARY SOCIETY. 
December 29th recorded the first meet­
ing of the "Lovers of Truth" for the win­
ter term. The Christmas program rend­
ered, showed careful preparation on the 
part of those who appeared, and was ap­
preciated by all present. 
As is customary, the program opened, 
with the invocation conducted by the chap­
lain. 
We are always glad to hear Mr. Pickett 
and Mr. Patterson tuning up their mando­
lins, for we know there is a treat in store 
for us. They did not disappoint us. 
Mr. McCutcheon's Christmas story was 
original, his subject being, "A Great 
Change." We realize that Mr. McCutcheon 
has become one of the indispensables of 
our society. 
Miss Miriam Berrett, who sang a Christ­
mas solo, deserves a great deal of 
credit for her part in the program. 
No one could fail to catch the true Christ­
mas spirit as Mr. Harvey Brown read "The 
Belated Christmas." 
The last number on the program was 
especially fine. Miss Helen Raymonde and 
Miss Iris Abbey played a piano duet which 
thrilled the entire audience. This number 
was so much enjoyed that an encore was 
requested. 
This is merely a taste of the many rich 
treats in which we are to participate this 
term. 
The aim of the society is to give each 
"Lover of Truth" his rightful opportunity 
to display his talent, by appearing on the 
programs, and to reap the benefit which 
is to be gained by taking an active part 
in the society meetings. 
CORA STEPHENS. 
THE EULOGONIAN DEBATING CLUB. 
The prospects for the Eulogonian Debat­
ing Club are indeed bright for the year 
1917. During the winter term the club has 
planned to meet as a senatorial body; each 
member will be recognized only as a Sena­
tor, affiliated with some particular political 
party and representing a certain state. By 
this manner of procedure a large number 
of Eulogonians will have an opportunity to 
appear before the club, defending or up­
holding their views to the best of their 
ability. To carry this on successfully the 
purposes of the club will be realized. These 
purposes are to have a knowledge of de­
bating, to acquire skill in the art of ora­
tory, and to have a better knowledge of 
parliamentary law. 
One evening of the term will be given 
over for the Inter-Club debate. This is one 
of the features of the club. The members 
who are chosen for this debate are those 
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who have been doing faithful and efficient 
work in the general debates of the season. 
For the Intra-Club debate of the fall term, 
Koleburg and Hess were awarded the cer­
tificates of honor. 
The Eulogonians, however, will not con­
fine all their efforts to working in the club-
room, the library, but will be found doing 
efficient work in the gym. As soon as the 
society games have been played off as now 
scheduled, the attention of those inclined 
toward athletics will be turned to the club 
games. 
Thus the Eulogonian Debating Club of­
fers an opportunity to whoever wishes to 
make the most of his school life by choos­
ing to do something for the betterment of 
himself and others while in Taylor. Re­
member the Senators will meet in the 
library every Saturday evening at 6:15. 
Come and take your seat in the Senate. 
R. McCUTCHEON, Reporter. 
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY THEOLOGICAL 
SCHOOL. 
There is a great demand for a Theologi­
cal School that will stand true to the Word 
of God and to the old time Wesleyan doc­
trines, and stand against the invasion of 
our Theological Schools, by the destructive 
critics. 
If there is any place that should be ab­
solutely free from worldliness, from doubt, 
Rev. Newton Wray, B.D. D.D. 
DePauw University and Drew Theological 
Seminary. 
it is the school where ministers are trained. 
Taylor University has been raised up to 
stand for orthodoxy, for Full Salvation, for 
Regeneration, and kindred doctrines of 
grace. 
We present herewith pictures of three of 
the members of our Theological staff. 
Prof. Newton Wray 
Dr. Wray is dean of the School of Theol­
ogy and professor of Systematic and Exe-
getical Theology. He is a scholar and 
dwells deep in the things of God. He is a 
great defender of orthodoxy against the 
rationalistic critics and is the author of a 
great book, "Must the Bible Go ? Or Plain 
Words About Higher Criticism." Dr. Wray 
was editor of "The Christian Standard" 
while it was published at Upland. He 
writes as well as lectures, and preaches with 
power. 
Rev. George Shaw, B.A. B.D. 
Hamline University and Drew Theological 
Seminary. 
Professor Shaw holds the chair of His­
torical Theology and Hebrew. He is a 
scholar of the "old school" and stands for 
the spiritual interpretation of Theology. 
He is a lecturer, preacher and author on 
the things pertaining to the truth as it is 
in Jesus. He is the author of a number of 
books—"The Spirit in Redemption," "Ac­
quainted with Grief," and others. His lat­
est work is "The Conflict of Jesus." 
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Rev. George W. Ridout, D.D. 
Professor of Biblical and Pastoral Theology^ 
Dr. Ridout spent many years in the Meth­
odist pastorate before coming to Taylor. He 
specializes in Methodist doctrine and has 
fought many a fight for Orthodoxy on Con­
ference floors. He conducts at Taylor two 
classes in Methodist History, doctrine and 
polity. One of these classes embraces all 
candidates for the M. E. ministry, and local 
preachers. Dr. Ridout is associate editor of 
The Christian Witness, Chicago, 111., and 
contributes to many of the official papers of 
Methodism. 
THANKS. 
Taylor University, cordially thanks all 
who responded to our donation call. Some 
sent us goods and some sent money. To 
all we extend our hearty thanks. 
G. W. RIDOUT, 
Financial Sec. 
The new chairs for the dining hall were 
made possible through the efforts of Mr. 
Stephens and the donations from many 
friends of Taylor. Those who paid for one 
or more chairs are as follows: 
Mr. and Mrs. Christian Scharer, W. S. 
Fiedler, Epworth League, Frackville, Pa., 
E. Nordin Gilbertson, Berta Gilbertson, El-
mira H. Perce, I. Putnam, Chas. R. Brunt, 
James Lyon, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Vail, L. 
E. Goode, Roy Patter, Excelsior Class of 
Buck Creek S. S., Mrs. J. Urn Chaney, C. 
A. Doering, J. Spencer Callen, Victor Gaff, 
Herman Hess, Edward Wallace, J. M. Dif-
fendafen, Harry Chapman, Mr. Fred Rose, 
T. S. Cutbush, Emily Rose, William Huffer, 
Robert O. Shanklin, Mrs. R. O. Shanklin, 
Martin Hanson, Loren C. McCaughty, Jen­
nie Skeels, E. D. Skeels, James Seaver, 
Eveard Seaver, Merle Scott, G. V. Haket, 
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Peters, Mr. and Mrs. 
W. J. Heeter, Ruby Fields, W. H. Hood, 
Mr. Helfrich, Orrin Sharp, B. Benson, S. 
G. Rasmusson, Nellie Ballschmeider, S. F. 
Foster, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Sprang, Mrs. 
Jas. V. Reid, Paul E. Neff, Harley A. Zeller, 
C. B. Wilson, H. W. Michel, Roy W. Michel, 
Elizabeth Chain, S. Parker, S. T. Crosby, 
Jack Jones, Godfrey Edie, H. L. Ribble, 
Murray Jackson, Ada S. Campbell, A. P. 
Anderson, Maude Stephenson, Lucious E. 
Christian, Homer R. Lee, B. J. Busick, 
John H. Blythe, C. L.' Cashel, Florence 
Illges, Rev. C. A. Wright, Mrs. Bessie 
Shaffer, Miss Pansy Hunter, Mrs. Chester 
W. Harper, Luse & Hardie, T. M. Rust, 
Charles Asplin, J. E. Faulconer, Mary Mc-
Carty, T. C. Spyker, Rev. W. H. Calvert, 
Chas. J. Gilbert, Rev. George Hoffman, M. 
Kniseley, Isley Mae Sheils, Jesse H. Briggs, 
J. E. Jennings, W. T. Hickerson, G. W. 
Jones, Mrs. Joseph Slagg, Mr. Paul W. 
Slagg, Mrs. Alex N. Slagg, Mr. Edw. Theo­
bald, Mr. W. A. Theobald. 
Elegy on the Woes of a Seven O'clock Class. 
There was a scrumptious Poetics class; 
They met each day for early mass. 
A bunch of boneheads was in the class; 
Their pates were hard as thick plate glass, 
Frozen for lack of coal and gas. 
The professor would always show some brass 
By bawling out those late to class. 
They never dared to up and sass, 
The youngest lad nor sweetest lass, 
Through fear the test they would not pass: 
Sleepy and cold they didn't dass 
The knowledge dear they did amass 
To up and speak before the class 
Through fear that it would prove too crass; 
And each appear a consummate ass. 
So all may flunk,—alas! alas! 
The Poetics class. 
(Done by collaboration of the said Late 
Class.) 
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Locals 
Mrs. H. C. White, of Washington, Pa., is 
visiting her two sons, Mr. Lester A. and 
Burke White. Mrs. White is much pleased 
with Taylor. 
Miss Reka Topp was head cook at the 
dining hall during the Xmas vacation. 
Everyone was delighted with her change 
of menu. 
Miss Iris Abbey arrived home the 17th 
and is enjoying her Christmas vacation 
with her people. 
Miss Topp went for a sleigh ride, for 
further information inquire of Jack Skow. 
Profs. Miller and Draper entertained the 
students on the campus one evening in the 
dining hall. The time was spent in popping 
corn, making fudge and playing games. 
The efforts of the professors were greatly-
appreciated by all. 
The Cantata, "The Light of Life" was 
given in the Methodist church Christmas 
eve by a number of students under the di­
rection of Prof. Olmstead. An offering was 
taken for the Armenian relief fund. It 
amounted to about twenty-five dollars. 
Mr. William Stuart is spending the latter 
half of the vacation with friends on the 
campus. 
Notice:—A new kind of phonograph has 
been discovered. It runs incessantly from 
breakfast until ten, or longer, depending 
upon the kind of record; from noon until 
the middle of the afternoon; from supper 
until long after the chickens have gone to 
roost. It never needs winding, nor shut­
ting off. Any song or hymn that has been 
on record since the days of Abraham can 
be produced in any key desired. Any one 
desiring a machine of this kind may in­
quire for particulars of Mr. Goings. 
Mr. Goings, sitting at supper between 
two new girls: "Oh! if mother could only-
see me now!" 
Mrs. Guy Smith's mother is spending 
the holidays with her daughter. 
N. E. Hanson attended the I. P. A Con­
vention at Lexington. 
The residents on the campus were awak­
ened early Christmas morning by the 
sound of carols. 
We are all glad to see Bill Stuart with 
us again. He reports a fine term of teach­
ing, but says he hopes to be back in school 
at T. U. next year. 
Miss Raymond entertained several of the 
students at a tea a few days before Christ­
mas. 
Mr. and Mrs. Pogue have been enter­
taining Mr. Pogue's parents for a few days. 
Mrs. Abbey entertained at dinner Friday. 
Miss Phillips visited friends in Michigan 
for a few days. 
Barney says that Ohio is a great place, 
especially—well you ask him for the rest. 
Mr. Roberts father has been ill but we 
feel sure that he is better after having his 
son home for two weeks. 
The Echo staff is glad to announce the 
following telegram which was placed upon 
the editor's desk yesterday morning: 
Jan. 14, 1917. 
We, the undersigned, concede the re­
election of President Wilson. 
Signed 
JOHN SKOW. 
HORACE GREELEY ROBSON. 
Dan Cupid said that he had been so busy 
over Xmas gifts that he had not had any 
time to think over next term's business. 
Kenneth Sigworth spent Xmas in Illinois. 
He took his mandolin along with him. We 
hope he did not play it where any one could 
hear him. 
Miss Ramsey has been visiting in Chi­
cago. 
Rumor states that Miss Kempis is mar­
ried. We are waiting for particulars. 
Miss Edna Bennett was entertained by 
Miss Bugher for a few days before the 
holidays. We were all glad to see Edna 
again and hope that she will come often. 
Prank Lee received some extra fine tea 
from his brother in Hong Kong, China. 
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Caught in a Trap. 
The new barn is now completed and the 
cattle seem to like their new home. The 
cows not only have clean stalls, but they 
are having a new diet, the ensilage. 
The milkers, John Mahuce and Hoyt Rob­
erts, were very enthusiastic over their work 
throwing down the spoiled ensilage. Mr. 
Mabuce, looking down the shute, discov­
ered to his surprise that it was filled al­
most to the top. Poor boys they were 
trapped in the silo. They did not lose 
their presence of mind, however, and on 
looking up they saw a hole in the roof. 
They then remembered that there were 
steps a part of the way down the side of 
the silo. The hoys were not slow in mak­
ing use of these steps and dropping the 
rest of the way down. No harm was done, 
only there are some deep tracks in the mud 
where the boys lit. 
The second team Thalo-Philo game was 
played Friday night. It resulted in a vic­
tory for the Philos. The game was featured 
by Barney's basket shooting. 
December 29 Miss Lonergan returns and 
Patty's physiognomy is transfigured by an 
ear-to-ear smile. 
Clyde Miller very graciously offered his 
services to the Thalo basket ball captain 
before the game Friday. 
Hogle lacks words of proper length to 
describe the super-scrumptious time he had 
out at Peterbaugh's during vacation. 
Henry Schlarb and Hess "fed up" out at 
Mother Stout's during the Xmas vacation. 
It had no effect on Hess but Henry is fatter 
than ever. 
Miss Marie Gibbs is back with us again 
this term. 
We would like to say something about 
Harley J. Zeller, hut Harley is such a mod­
est hoy that nothing of note has as yet 
centered about him; we may state, how­
ever, that day by day he grows fatter. 
Sunday evening Mr. Abbey took his 
daughter, Iris, to the station in "The Char­
iot." He tied his nag to a hitching post 
and followed his daughter to the "lowland" 
depot. He carried the heavy baggage with­
in the wheezing train, but before the gal­
lant parent could retrace his footsteps he 
was being swiftly borne on an unwelcome 
journey. Gas City became his destination, 
but how he returned or how long he was 
away, could doubtless be elucidated by his 
patient and weary nag, if she could only 
talk. j 
George Snyder was with us Tuesday 
morning; several of his friends from 
Geneva came with him. 
Brother Kell who has been assisting 
George in his meeting, preached with his 
customary lire and unction at chapel Tues­
day. Several seekers were at the altar. 
We are glad to have Bro. Kell with us 
again and we want him to feel that Taylor 
is one of his homes. 
New Year's morning—Bacon for break­
fast, Harm ate 'steen pieces. 
Why is Steel so hilarious these days ? 
Miss Ruth Elyson whose father has held 
positions in both Olivet University and 
Pasedena University, is attending school 
here this term. 
A watch night service was held at the 
M. E. church on the last night of 1916. 
The deutchers celebrated the arrival of 
1917 by a chicken supper. 
December 29, Feed in Puterbaugh's 
room; Fred Hall fries the sausage. It 
hardly tasted like that mother used to fry. 
Mrs. Giles has taken her old place as 
cook at T. U. again. 
Miss Southard, a noted W. C. T. U. 
speaker and lecturer, who is well known to 
Taylor students, was with us again last 
week. She gave several talks along the 
lines of social purity which were very help­
ful. She also delivered her sermon against 
the double standard at the M. E. church 
Sunday night. Every evening while she 
was here Miss Southard preached at the 
chapel. The theme of her messages was 
Scriptural Holiness. We feel that we were 
bettered by her having been with us and 
extend a cordial invitation to her to make 
Taylor one of her homes. 
Mr. Rose, brother of Olin Rose, is with us 
this term. Olin Rose is living in Chicago 
now. 
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Mrs. Giles seems happy to be back with 
us. "Once a Taylorite always a Taylorite." 
Some one said that the new Thalonian 
colors were "just beautiful." They are 
orange and gold. 
The Thalonian boys appeared for the first 
open game in their new jerseys Friday 
evening. 
Miss Lonergan has been suffering from 
an attack of Lagrippe. 
Fred Hall says that he believes if a mule 
had kicked Sister Mary Baker Eddy she 
would have been a dualist. What do you 
know about Christian Science, Fred? 
Meetings have begun down town. Our 
prayers are needed there. Let us feel that 
it is our revival and not the down town one. 
Joe Imler has not even cheeped socially 
since . 
Mr. Abbey has gone to Indianapolis to 
purchase a new pump for the heating plant. 
Now we will have heat. 
The first Eulogonian-Eurekan basket 
ball game resulted in a holty contested vic­
tory for the Eurekans. The game was 
featured by Pierce's basket shooting. 
Jonas Fuller, who is attending school at 
Fairmount, paid his Taylor friends a visit 
the first of the term. 
Have you seen the Sickler basement since 
the plasterers have finished? It certainly 
looks fine with its new coat of pure white 
plaster. 
Now Sickler boys, what about that mir­
ror you were going to furnish? Certainly 
we'll get it! The Sickler boys never fail 
in keeping their word. 
Watch for the co-ed number. The girls 
are working hard and we all expect a real 
treat. 
The College Debating team was elected 
last week. The members are Hanson, Rob-
son and Pogue. All right boys, we are 
back of you. 
One of the most important, as well as 
interesting classes in our courses of study, 
is the class in History of Methodism which 
meets every Friday afternoon at 3:30 
o'clock. 
The old subject of society fines is up 
again. Marshall your forces and let's fight 
it out. The Echo staff is decidedly op­
posed to the inhuman system. 
"Sai»i»ti" Sfalmw 
Brother 0. E. Holmes, owner of the 
college grocery, died December 13, in his 
seventy-fourth year. His funeral was held 
in the Methodist church, Dr. Vayhinger 
officiating, assisted by Rev. Cremean and 
Rev. Geo. Ridout. 
Mr. Holmes was born in Pennsylvania. 
At the age of nineteen he commenced work 
in the oil fields there, and later moved to 
Indiana. He is well known around Upland, 
having been in business here for the past 
five years. 
He is survived by his wife, two sons, 
Wallace, of Fenelton, Pa., and Guy, of 
Lyford, Texas, also a daughter, Mrs. Flora 
McCullough, of Beaver Falls, Pa., and four 
brothers and two sisters. 
Guy Holmes is a Taylor University 
graduate and is well known to many of the 
students here. 
The Echo staff in behalf of the school, 
extends our sympathy to Mrs. Holmes and 
Guy. Your sorrow is our sorrow because 
we all knew and loved Bro. Holmes and his 
place is left vacant in our lives as well as 
in yours. 
The writer of this article well remem­
bers some of the fellowship he has had 
with Bro. Holmes. How he always stood 
for the principles of Taylor University 
and a full gospel was shown in the course 
of a conversation with him one day when 
he said: "In one of Guy's churches he 
preached too straight for them and they 
did not like it, but I said to him, Guy, you 
preach the straight Gospel and I'll stand 
by you." 
We can truthfully say of him: He was a 
man and did a man's work. 
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Raymond A. Stillings and Miss Clara A. 
Groth were married Thursday, December 
14th, at Fort Wayne, Ind. Raymond is 
singing in tabernacle evangelistic meetings 
in the West. 
Miss Hazel Ross writes that she is at­
tending high school in Portland and ex­
pects to graduate next June. 
Kyrie Klepfer has a position as tool mak­
er in the Grayson Tool and Manufacturing 
plant. 
News reaches us that Mr. Seth Snider 
and Miss Mable S. Owens were united in 
marriage Friday, November 10. 
Raymond J. Derr is pastor of the Georgi-
ana Circuit, the circuit is 20 miles long; it 
is on an island, one-half to three miles 
wide and forty miles long. 
Rev. Roy Ellinghouse and Miss Edna 
Bennet were married Xmas night at the 
bride's home. Roy has a good charge in 
New York state. Our best wishes go with 
them to their new home. Let's hear from 
you Roy. 
Wm. Rolland, whom all remember is the 
Dutchman, from Pennsylvania, who won 1st 
prize in the Hill-Sprague contest in 1914, 
is a proud father of a two-months' old 
baby girl. 
Miss Iris Abby spent the holidays with 
her parents here at Upland. 
Wm. Moore Stuart, principal of the 
Hardy Public Schools, Hardy, Iowa, spent 
his Christmas vacation at old T. U. He 
says he enjoys teaching very much, and 
that it is fine experience, but he would 
enjoy better, some more school-life at Tay­
lor. 
We were all glad to see him, and would 
certainly welcome him back. Better come, 
"Bill", the Thalos and Eurekans both need 
you! 
George Snider reports a glorious suc­
cessful meeting on his charge. There were 
from forty-five to fifty who sought and ob­
tained a definite experience, and the whole 
church was awakened and revitalized by 
the Spirit of God. George says that nearly 
every young man and young woman in the 
community were brought into the kingdom. 
Let us rejoice with you George, and hope 
that all your ministerial efforts will be 
crowned with the same success. 
Irl Guss writes that he is now learning 
to make clocks and watches. We hope Irl 
that you will succeed in conquering time. 
Doc Druschel reports a good time visit­
ing Joshua, Olga, and Dr. Stout, on the 
border. 
GOING BACK TO WESTERN AFRICA. 
In the ranks of those faithful mission­
aries who, laying aside home, friends and 
personal comforts, have gone forth into 
foreign fields, among savage and ignorant 
peoples to carry the salvation of Jesus 
Christ to those benighted ones, Rev. John 
C. Wengatz and his devoted wife occupy a 
foremost place. They have spent five 
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years of the best part of their lives in 
western Africa, in the territory owned by 
Portugal and of which Angola is the chief 
city. Mr. Wengatz is a native of the town 
of Ava, Oneida county, and Mrs. Wengatz 
was born in Indianapolis, Ind. They went 
to the dark continent about six years ago 
under the auspices and support of the 
Methodist Board of Foreign Missions, 
about a year ago they returned to this 
country on a year's furlough. During their 
stay here they have spent most of the 
time in Rome, N. Y., with his mother, Mrs. 
Chas. Wengatz, 112 E. Park St. Mr. Wen­
gatz has spoken on his mission work in 
many of the cities of central New York 
and for a few months carried on evangelical 
work in the west. 
On Wednesday he received a telegram 
from headquarters ordering him and his 
wife to set out for their field in Africa at 
once. Accordingly they left New York Dec. 
20, 1916, for another five years' stay among 
the dusky denizens of that far-off land. 
They sailed by the White Star steamer, 
Caponic, and their first stop will be the 
Azores; thence to Madeira, at both of 
which places changes will be made to other 
steamers, for the trip can not be made on 
one lap. They will wind up their trip at 
Loanda, which is the entrance point to the 
territory in which the mission under control 
of Mr. and Mrs. Wengatz is located. From 
Loanda a trip of 300 miles inland must be 
taken, nearly all of it on foot. Accompany­
ing the missionaries will be Mr. and Mrs. 
W. E. Kirby, natives of Illinois, who are 
sent out by the board on their first duty. 
Mr. Wengatz carries with him several 
scholarships in the school at his mission, 
which were contributed by local churches 
and Sunday-school classes. 
We certainly enjoyed the visit of Mr. 
and Mrs. Wengatz at Taylor and our pray­
ers will be with them as they go back to 
their work. They are especially dear to us 
because it was here at Taylor that they re­
ceived their education, and it was here they 
received the vision which has made them 
real missionaries of the cross. We trust 
that many more will catch the same vision 
and go out into the dark places of the 
world with the wonderful light-giving gos­
pel of Jesus Christ. 
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To Our Merchants. 
We don't want to buy your dry goods, 
We don't like you any more, 
You'll be sorry when you see us 
Going to some other store. 
You can't sell us any sweaters, 
Four-in-hands, or other fads. 
We don't want to trade at your store, 
If you won't give us your ads.—Ex. 
Discussion in Ancient History class— 
Watts: I know of a blind man who can 
tell ten different colors by feeling. 
Neitz: I have a blind friend, but he can 
only feel one—that's "blue." 
Prof. Smith: Why feel "blue"? 
Class: Uproar in laughter. 
Prof. Smith: I can feel blue, too, now. 
Give Them Time. 
Barber (Working on T. U. youth's mus-
tachios)—"Well they're getting stiff all 
right." 
T. U. Youth—"I'm not at all surprised. 
Hurry up!" 
(Prof. Smith in History class)—Do you 
remember the picture of Nebuchadnezzar 
shown in the lecture? 
(Mr. Neitz)—Yes, it looked quite nat­
ural. 
(Prof. Smith)—I can't remember myself. 
;Gewiss 
In Future Years. 
The regiment of women soldiers was 
about to charge. "Wait 'till you see the 
powder on their noses," was the order of 
the officeress in command of the redoubts. 
(Miss Zimmerman)—"Translate 
werde ich gehen.' " 
(Herr Schlarb)—"Gee why, will I go!" 
Employer—Young man, I am afraid you 
have deceived me. You told me when I 
employed you that you were a college grad­
uate. 
New Clerk—Beg pardon, but what reason 
have you for doubting it, sir ?—Ex. 
A person—the name we've not spoken— 
Came down in a hurry, no jokin', 
The place where she lit, 
Wasn't damaged a bit, 
But we noticed her English was broken. 
With apologies to Prof. Munro. 
Speaking of deep stuff, who was it asked 
if time was invented in Ireland, because it 
was called o'clock?—Ex. 
When you die the world will keep right 
on revolving. 
Mrs. Just-Got-Rich—"Oh, we had the 
most delightful trip to Europe." 
Mrs. Stay-at-Home—"How lovely! Did 
you see the Dardanelles?" 
Mrs. Just-Got-Rich—"Oh, yes, indeed; 
why we took supper with them." 
Be she gone 
Am her went 
Am her left I all alone: 
Her never can 
Come back to me, 
But us sometime 
Can go to she. 
The Chief Fireman—B. R. 
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Judge—"You can take your choice, ten 
dollars or ten days." 
Prisoner (still in a foggy condition)—I'll 
(hie) take the money, y'r honor." 
Fully Experienced. 
Employment Agent: "Have you the 
firmness and tenacity that enables you to 
perform your duty in the face of ingrati­
tude and ungenerous criticism ?" 
Applicant: "I ought to have. I was on 
the staff of my school paper." 
The Pharos, Wesleyan College, Buchan-
non, West Virginia: From a literary stand­
point your paper is very good. Why not 
add a little more pep to your local write-
ups ? 
Defiance Gets $25,000. 
Defiance College has just received a gift 
of $25,000 as an endowment for a chair of 
education, given by Mrs. Martha M. Mc-
Grew in honor of her late husband. Ten 
thousand of the gift has been paid. 
Athletics At College. 
Athletics in Pennsylvania colleges are 
likely to be overhauled as the result of ac­
tion taken recently by a committee of the 
Penn- ( ?) sociation. The committee out­
lined a clean-up which includes the offering 
of financial inducements in return for their 
services on the college athletic teams. 
Helping the star athlete through college 
by giving him room and board was frowned 
upon as the equivalent to paying him mon­
ey, or professionalism. 
An Antidote. 
A man with rheumatism joined the 
Christian Scientists. Six months later he 
was asked whether Christian Science cured 
his rheumatism. He answered: "No, but 
rheumatism cured me of Christian Science." 
—Christian Conservator. 
Failed in German, flunked in Chem., 
Heard him softly hiss, 
"Like to find the man who said 
That ignorance is bliss."—Ex. 
The Insight, Hartford City, Indiana: A 
school magazine full of life and interest. 
Your cuts add much to the worth of your 
paper. 
The Crimson, Goshen, Indiana: You have 
the right idea in a school magazine; com­
bining literary worth with local news that 
give one an idea of what is going on in 
your school. 
The Laurel, Young Harris College, Young 
Harris, Georgia: More locals that give one 
an insight into the social, and business life 
of the school would add very much to your 
paper. School papers should contain other 
things than purely literary articles. A 
school paper must set forth the spirit of 
the school and the life of the students. 
School Spirit Plus. 
Two students of Thiel College, Greenville, 
Pa., walked 55 miles in eighteen hours last 
Saturday to see the Thiel-Geneva football 
game. 
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The Aletheia, Central Holiness Univer­
sity, University Park, Iowa: The report of 
your November revival was very interest­
ing and the "Gleanings" from Joseph H. 
Smith's sermons brought back happy re­
membrances of his visit to Taylor. 
The Pilgrim, Plymouth, Indiana, is a live 
little magazine of real merit. The staff is 
to be congratulated for getting out an in­
teresting school paper. This can not be 
said of all school papers. A cut now and 
then would improve your paper very much. 
Plan For University $500,000 Religious 
Center. 
Plans for the Union Religious Center 
building to the campus are under way. 
The building is to cost $500,000 and will be 
endowed with $500,000 additional to keep it 
running. The Rev. M. G. Allison, for ten 
years pastor of the University Presbyterian 
church, Madison, has been made financial 
agent and field secretary of the new or­
ganization. 
All religious bodies having students at 
the university are invited to join. Among 
the eight who have joined are: Baptists, 
Congregationalists, Methodists, Young 
Men's Christian Association, Presbyterians, 
United Presbyterians, Lutherans, (Iowa 
synod) and German Reformed. Each sect 
will have three members on the governing 
board. 
The Union Center will be a commodious 
building with separate rooms for lectures, 
and a small gymnasium. It will contain 
an auditorium capable of seating 4,000 
people. The campaign for donations has 
been promised. 
A GOOD RECORD. 
The entire Pennsylvania railroad system, 
taking into account every affiliated company 
either east or west of Pittsburgh, now has 
to its credit three full calendar years in 
which no passenger has been killed as a 
result of a train accident on any portion of 
the lines. During this period 553,890,063 
passengers—equal to five and one-half 
times the population of the United States— 
have been safely transpored a total dis­
tance of approximately fifteen billions of 
miles or 150 times as far as the sun is 
from the earth. Upward of 9,000,000 
trains, carrying both passengers and 
freight, were operated by day and night, 
through sleet and storm, and fog and sun­
shine, over 12,000 miles of railroad line 
and 27,000 miles of track, while these pas­
sengers were being taken on their jour­
neys without loss of life. 
On the lines of the Pennsylvania railroad, 
east of Pittsburgh, no passenger's life has 
been lost in a train accident during any of 
the last four calendar years, and in that 
period 616,626,957 people have traveled 
safely over these lines alone. 
Class scraps, which have been the cus­
tom for the last ten years at Penn State, 




Read the "Book of the Manualo." Gives the history and principles 
of the player piano. Describes the two lines of player piano develop­
ment—one striving for hand-played effects through mechanical de­
vices, the other working for such complete control of tone and accent 
through the pedals that no devices would be necessary. Explains in 
detail how this personal, intimate, absolute control has been per­
fected in the 
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Tells why the Manualo is responsive to your natural tendency to 
express musical feeling with the feet. Explains why it makes each 
note play with just the expression your pedaling instinctively tries to 
produce. Shows how it enables you to play the piano through the 
player pedals as an artist plays through the piano keys. 
Write for this Book today. It is FREE 
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Hall, Evans.on, Illinois. 
Quality Superior Finish at Dexheimer's 
Exceptional values in artistic photos at modern prices—Dexheimer 
The Largest Stock 
The Leading Jeweler 
Eyes Tested—Glasses Fitted 
DR. C. C. FARRIS 
Marion, Ind. 
NELSON STUDIO 
For Photography of all Kinds 
Panoramas and Framing 
Your patronage highly appreciated 
Phone 534 Hartford City, Ind. 
W. A. HOLLIS, M.D. 
Diseases and Surgery of the Eye, Ear, Nose 
and Throat—Glasses Fitted 
Office and Hospital at 214 High St., 
Hartford City. 
Fellow Students 
If it is Athletic Goods, Notions, Confec­
tionery, or General Student Supplies you 
need, go to the 
CAMPO 
We are doing a fair honest business, on a 
strictly cash basis. 
Your trade is solicited. 
A. C. LEE, Prop. 
MARION HARDWARE CO. 
Fifth and Washington Sts. 
Everything in Hardware 
Draper & Maynard Base Ball, Football, 
Basketball, Tennis, Full line of Sporting 
Goods. 
Better Goods For Less Money. 
Quality Service 
Your friends can buy anything you might 
give them, except your photograph 
THE LARRIMER ART SHOP 
at Marion is a good place to go. We have 
photographed hundreds of Taylor students, 
and pleased them. 
Ask for our special T. U. rate. 
APPLEMAN, THE TAILOR 
Specialist on Men's Clothes 
Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing. Ladies' 
work solicited. 
University Addition. 
Don't fail to see Vickery 
THE UNIVERSITY BARBER 
First-class Work 
Prices right Razors honed 
The only place in Upland where 
you can get 
Fleischman's Yeast. 
The kind which makes such love­
ly Bread, Biscuits and Buns 
Fish and Oysters 
Heinz Pickles 
F. E. BRODERICK 
Phone 991 Upland, Ind. 
Fresh and Salt Meats. 




Your Trade Highly Appreciated. 
Phone 82 Upland, Ind. 




FURNITURE & RUGS 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS GIVEN 
TO TAYLOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 
WOMENS READY 
TO WEAR GARMENTS, 
M I LLI N ERY, 
DRY GOODS, 
GLOVES, NECK WEAR 
You'll not be disappointed at Dexheimer's 
Exceptional values in artistic photos at modern prices—Dexheimer 
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DR. H. S. JEFFREY 
Phone 362 Upland, Ind. 
ISN'T IT WONDERFUL? 
Try us and convince yourself of the 
splendid tailoring we can do. 
Suits Made to Your Measure. 
Cleaning, Pressing, and Altering done to 
suit the customer. 
Our location is one door north of Holmes 
Grocery. 
F. P. PARKER, 
Merchant Tailor. 
Ben Bradford 
QUALITY SHOE SHOP 
Upland, Ind. 
SHOES 
of known quality 
FOR LADIES 
Queen Quality Shoes 
$3.00, $3.50 and $4.00 
FOR MEN 
W. L. Douglas Shoes 






THE COLLEGE MAN'S PEN 
Because it meets the exacting requirements 
of college work. 
1. Will not leak— can be carried anywhere in any position. / 
2. Writes as soon as the point touches the paper—no coaxinf. 
3. Easy to fill—no inky pen end to unscrew. 
For Sale at College Bookstores 
and by Druggists, Jewelers and 
Stationers Everywhere 
Fountain Pen Co. 
Dr. Appleman, the Optician 




"The Laundry that Knows How" 
FLOYD BARNETT 
Local agent 
University Addition Upland, Ind. 
O. E. HOLMES 
Groceries and Notions 
The Store that appreciates 
Your Trade 
University Addition Phone 334 
i ARROW 
formfir COLLARS 
are curve cut to fit the. 
shoulders perfectly •£££ 
Cluett, Peabody 6tCo:lncf\lakcrs 
Exclusive styles of Fine Frames at Dexheimer's 
Beautiful work at reasonable prices at Dexheimer's 
Renting of Caps and Gowns to Graduating Classes a Specialty 
E. R. Moore Company 
MAKERS OF 
Collegiate Caps, Gowns and Hoods 
Originator of Moore's 932-938 Dakin Street 
Official High School Cap and Gown CHICAGO 
Annual Distributors o f  Caps and Gowns to the Seniors of Taylor University 
Leading Home Furnishers 
HOOVER'S ^ia rPhono*raphs Carpets Rugs Cedar Chests 
Stoves Pedestals 
Linoleums Hartford City, Ind. Portable Lamps 
DR. G. W. SWEIGART DR. HARRY E. GRAVELLE 
Dentist University Dentist 
Hartford City, Ind. Residence Phone 863 Office 952 
Price Clothing Company 
A New Store conducted along lines 
which will have your approval. 
High class Merchandise of a charac­
ter that will appeal to you. 
Taylor University patronage will be 
appreciated and will be well cared for. 
Price Clothing Company 
East side square Marion, Indiana 




Four years' course. Thorough work. A.B. or B.S. degree. 
THE ACADEMY— 
Four years' course for various classes of students. 
THE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL— 
Seminary course, conferring B.D. degree. English Bible course. Institute 
of Evangelism. 
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC— 
The Musical Conservatory of Taylor University, in accordance with im­
provements in other departments, has added eight new members to the 
musical faculty. Professor Arthur Verne Westlake, director of the Con­
servatory of Music of Taylor University, has installed complete courses in 
every branch of music and added eight new members to the faculty. Mr. 
Westlake, after protracted study with private teachers in and about 
Pittsburg, entered the Beaver College Musical Institute where he graduated 
in 1909. He went to Vienna where he studied with such eminent teachers 
as Theodore Leschetizky, Fraulein Prentner, Mason, and Melville-Lesniew-
ski. Arriving home, instead of taking up his work in the college which he 
had left, he founded and fostered a school of his own. known as the Extend­
ed Conservatory of Pittsburg, He had enrolled in this school, including the 
extension department over two thousand students and in coming to Taylor 
University is still retaining affiliation with this school. Many of its 
teachers and especially gifted students have accompanied Mr. Westlake to 
Taylor to help carry out Ills plan of making Taylor one of the largest and 
best equipped conservatories in America. 
SCHOOL OF ORATORY— 
In charge of Professor Cobb of Curry Expression School, Boston. 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS— 
Giving courses in Stenography, Typewriting, Bookkeeping, Penmanship, 
Etc, 
Rates are very moderate—Less than $200 a year. Send for catalogue. 
M, VAYHINGER, D.D., President, 
Upland, Indiana. 
